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Abstract: According to standard economic theory, human beings are expected to work more and
better when benefits in the form of lower costs or higher reward increase. Principal–agent theory
applied to the theory of the firm relies on this relationship and states that employees should be
paid according to how well they perform their tasks. In this framework, monitoring devices are
introduced to control employees’ performance and determine salaries. In this paper we construct a
principal–agent model to describe the relationship between citizens/voters and elected representatives
in which monitoring devices are introduced to control the performance of the latter. We demonstrate
that tighter controls may produce better performance but also may produce a reduction in the intrinsic
motivations of elected representatives, resulting in a reduction of their work effort. These results are
interpreted in the light of the motivation crowding theory.

Keywords: principal–agent theory; monitoring; intrinsic motivation; crowding out

1. Introduction

Representative democracies are characterized by a peculiar relationship between politicians
and citizens/voters. The latter receive a mandate from the former to govern on their behalf. Such a
relationship evolves as a principal–agent one, where citizens/voters are principals and politicians are
their agents. The agency contract should guarantee, as much as possible, that the agents conform to
their contractual obligations. Hence, the structure of the contract should perform an alignment in the
interests of agents and principals. It follows that the more effective the design of the democratic contract
is, the better the elected representatives (agents) will act in the interest of the citizens (principals).
Consequently, any change in the features of the contract is supposed to affect the relationship between
citizens and politicians and, therefore, their performance in pursuing collective interests.

Can citizens/voters change the structure of the democratic contract to improve the performance
of their representatives? A large base of literature in political economics argues that the democratic
relationship between voters and elected representatives can be affected by a change in the legislative
and/or electoral institutions. These changes affect political accountability of elected representatives
and in turn the ability of politicians to act in the interests of the voters [1–6].

A different way to enhance the performance of elected representatives is to implement new and/or
more effective monitoring devices to control the actions of elected representatives. An example of how
voters can directly monitor the actions of elected representatives consists of changing the electoral
system. Italy, Japan and New Zealand, amongst several other democratic countries, have altered
their election rules in the past decades to improve the accountability of elected representatives [7,8].
The former communist countries in Eastern Europe introduced elections to directly reward (punish)
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elected governments that acted (did not act) in the interest of voters, although this is clearly not
the only reason explaining the democratization of Eastern European countries after the collapse of
communism [9]. However, if citizens/voters can directly monitor the actions of elected representatives
through a variation in the rules governing the system of representation, they can also exercise an indirect
control through the judicial system [10,11]. Again, large judicial operations to uncover widespread
corruption in the public sector, such as those that exploded in Italy, Germany and Spain, are all
examples of indirect monitoring of politicians’ activities. In this paper, we develop a model to evaluate
the effects produced by these monitoring devices on the performance of elected representatives.

We construct a principal–agent model describing the relationship between citizens/voters and
their elected representatives. In this framework, we analyze whether a change in the control exercised
by citizens/voters over the activities undertaken by their representatives in the government affects the
performance of the latter. We use the motivation crowding theory to emphasize that governmental
behavior of politicians is driven by a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations [12–18]. Further,
we demonstrate that monitoring the administrative actions of public officials may foster or impair
their performance depending on the extent to which their activities are intrinsically or extrinsically
motivated. It should be noted that a possible reduction in the activity of politicians is not an immediate
consequence of a punishment that they suffer, but it could primarily be the consequence of a decline in
their intrinsic motivations.

As previously mentioned, we attempt to model the interaction between citizens and elected
representatives that are under the control of judicial activity. Our concern is about how to make such a
relationship more efficient. Of course, judicial activity may not necessarily have a beneficial impact
on such a relationship, since, as we noted above, crowding out theory may be in operation. Our idea
of modeling such a relationship through the actions of judges stems from the observations of the
events that occurred in Italy in the 1990s. Following an apparently marginal episode of corruption
in the public sector, a huge investigation scrutinized the activities of politicians at both national and
local levels. Such an operation was meant to extirpate corruption in public officials and politicians.
However, judges’ intervention might not generate only positive effects. In fact, Limosani, Maimone
Ansaldo Patti and Navarra [19] show empirically that the activity of politicians at the local level has
been crowded out by the judicial operation, since even highly ethically motivated politicians could find
the intervention too strong and possibly not worthy to be faced, even though they were not involved
in any illegal activity.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the related literature. In Section 3,
we construct our model. In Section 4, we discuss how citizens/voters can affect the level of performance
of their elected representatives, and finally, in Section 5, we present some concluding remarks.

2. Theoretical Framework

We construct a model describing the relationship between citizens/voters and elected representatives.
In this agency relationship, citizens/voters are the principals and the elected representatives are the
agents. The principals use monitoring devices in order to increase the performance of the agents.
The performance of elected representatives is measured in terms of policy outcomes. Since elected
representatives receive a mandate to pursue the collective interest, the policy outcome we refer to is the
one that at best satisfies citizen/voter preferences. Therefore, high-performance elected representatives
are those that carry out their electoral mandate pursuing the interests of citizens/voters. By the
same token, low-performance elected representatives are those that carry out their electoral mandate
pursuing their own interests to the detriment of collective well-being.

In the context of a principal–agent relationship, the effects of both extrinsic and intrinsic motivations
on individual performance can be shown [12,20–23]. Standard principal–agent models focus on the
fact that the principal’s payoff depends on the ability of the agent to perform a task, but, since the
agent’s preferences differ from those of the principal, there is a conflict of interest and agents will be
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tempted to exploit every opportunity to reduce their effort level [24–26], all this leading to a moral
hazard problem [27,28].

Therefore, principals often use monitoring and economic incentive in order to induce agents to
perform properly and increase the effort level as expected. While initially, principal–agent theory had
focused on the use of monetary incentives in order to pursue the alignment of the agent’s self-interest
with that of the principal (reward the wanted behavior), later this perspective was extended to include
regulation and in particular monitoring activities [29–32]. Regulation means that the principal sets up
norms, rules and directives, which are eventually sanctioned after monitoring. Unwanted behavior
and the lack of wanted behavior are sanctioned instead of being rewarded, but the logic is the same
as for rewards [33]. Assuming disutility of effort, with stricter monitoring, standard theory predicts
that a self-interested agent will perform harder to decrease the likelihood of a sanction if caught
shirking [23,24,34–36].

However, social psychological research has focused on the relationship between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation, demonstrating the relevance of intrinsic motivation for work and performance
and that an external intervention, such as economic reward or monitoring, may reduce intrinsic
motivation permanently [37–45].

Strictly following Deci’s definition, “to be intrinsically motivated means to engage in an activity
because the activity itself is interesting and enjoyable” [46] (p. 11), that is, an individual is moved in
performing the task by behavioral motives coming from the inner person (inner feelings, morality,
enjoyment), rather than because of external monitoring or rewards. Similar definitions can be found in
Deci [37] (p. 105), namely that “one is said to be intrinsically motivated to perform an activity when
one receives no apparent reward except the activity itself” and in Ryan and Deci [47], where intrinsic
motivation is defined “as the doing of an activity for its inherent satisfactions rather than for some
separable consequence”.

We agree with this definition, however, given that we are describing the behavior of public
officials, we are going to consider a wider definition of intrinsic motivation which contain what has
been termed in the literature as public service motivation theory [48–51]; reviews of recent literature
can be found in [52,53]. According to this theory, working with public service is considered a special
calling [49], so that generally, a public employee is also motivated by a desire to perform well and
contribute to the well-being of the society, by a wish to work for what they conceive of as public
interest [54–56]. Rainey and Steinbauer [57] stress that public service motivation consists of working
in such a way to offer an appropriate service to the majority of people, differently from the selfish
motivation that they define as a special kind of altruism: “a general, altruistic motivation to serve the
interests of a community of people”. According to the literature, initially developed by Perry [54],
this type of intrinsic motivation depends on four dimensions: “commitment to the public interest”,
which is characterized by the desire to serve society based on values and duty; “compassion”, which
emphasizes the emotionally-based motivation to perform efficiently in favor of people on the basis of
identification and empathy; “attraction to policy-making”, which refers to the motivation of improving
decision-making concerning public services; and “self-sacrifice”, which measures the intention to go
beyond one’s own needs in order to help persons in the society [54,58].

In our opinion, elected public officials that are highly motivated with respect to these four
dimensions are, with high probability, those who are highly productive and truly carry out their
electoral mandate pursuing the interests of citizens/voters. As a result of our reasoning, when we
discuss the intrinsic motivation of the elected representatives, we will extensively intend to refer not
only to the enjoyment and interest in their task but also to the concept of public service motivation as
discussed above.

By contrast, extrinsic motivation represents incentives coming from the outside, i.e., it is a
concept that applies whenever an activity is done in order to attain some separable outcome. External
intervention, like monetary incentives or monitoring, may compromise intrinsic motivation (crowding
out) and decrease performance (the hidden cost of reward). In particular, interventions like monitoring,
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control and supervision are supposed to produce a significant and systematic impact on the effect of
intrinsic motivations on preferences about effort level.

Frey [13–16,59] introduces this crowding theory to economics and discusses possible motivational
consequences arising from pricing and regulation with respect to constitutional design, crime prevention,
environmental policy, blood donation and tax policy, arguing that the impact of external interventions
on intrinsic motivation depends on how such interventions are perceived, especially if the agents display
a large initial level of intrinsic motivation. He also focuses on work morale and on how regulations
and monitoring may affect shirking incentives [14,60]. Agents may judge the adoption of devices such
as monitoring and contingent rewards as evidence of distrust, and this can lead to a reduction of work
effort and performance; furthermore, this kind of external intervention can deteriorate work morale,
making agents less efficient as a means of influencing behavior. Such relationships are assumed to
be critically important for nonrepetitive jobs or tasks where factors like high discretion, intuition,
creativity, commitment and self-sacrifice play a crucial role in the accomplishment of the job. In our
opinion, good examples could be high-level and elected public officials.

Crowding theory, therefore, is a critical problem that agency theory analyzes, since it questions
the possibility of control of agents by external intervention. When a principal introduces extrinsic
motivation factors like monitoring, Frey separates the disciplining effect from the crowding effect [17,61].
The disciplining effect of monitoring alters the costs of shirking, while the crowding effect follows
monitoring and affects intrinsic motivation: crowding out happens when the external intervention
compromises the intrinsic motivation, while crowding in happens when the external intervention
increases intrinsic motivation.

Extrinsic motivation factors are a significant part of public sector management, but even though it
is hard to think of a public official working just for the enjoyment of the job itself, intrinsic motivations
for performing a task surely exist [62] and are also important for the work effort and for the level of
performance as well, especially if we refer to the extended concept of intrinsic motivation discussed
above which goes well beyond the scope of this work.

Most studies of motivation crowding have concentrated on rewards and particularly on monetary
incentives [17,63–65]. These studies support the claim that payments that are evaluated as controlling
reduce intrinsic motivation and performance, while payments judged as supportive have the polar
effect. Several studies, mostly experimental, have tested the motivation crowding proposition for
regulation and monitoring [45,66–69], validating the hypothesis that control, as well as reward,
may cause a hidden cost to the principal. Monitoring surely has a positive direct effect in reducing
shirking activities; however, there may be an indirect effect on those agents who are highly intrinsically
motivated and may can possibly react to control by reducing effort, which can result in an overall
negative effect. In other words, some individuals will exhibit a higher effort level if not monitored
and a minimum level, just enough to avoid negative consequences, if monitored (for more studies on
the detrimental effect of increased monitoring on employees’ performance, see also [60,70–73]; these
studies all suggest that close monitoring reduces performance, especially when perceived as a signal of
distrust).

In the field of monitoring–effort relationship, Frey [60] integrates crowding theory into a standard
principal–agent model and provides a theoretical framework to evaluate how a change in the monitoring
level may affect agents’ intrinsic motivation and so their optimal choice of effort.

In what follows, we reinterpret and adapt Frey’s approach to the agency relationship between
citizens/voters and elected representatives. The interesting result we obtain is that the effect of stricter
monitoring activity on the level of performance depends not only on how agents perceive it, i.e.,
supportive or controlling (agent type), but also on the type of interaction and on the beliefs that elected
representatives formulate about the behavior of citizens.
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3. A Motivation Theory of Public Officials

Following Frey’s approach, we construct a simple model which allows us to identify the price
effect and the crowding effect of stricter monitoring activity. We assume that citizens/voters and
elected representatives ( CV and ER from now on) play a sequential-move game in which the latter
choose the level of performance, p, while citizens select the level of control, m, to be exercised over the
administrative activities undertaken by public officials. Therefore, p is the only choice variable for the
ER, and m is the only choice variable for the CV. Each player’s choice is strategic in the sense that each
player moves sequentially on the basis of his/her beliefs on the other player’s reaction. In other words,
the level of control chosen by CV is conditional to the beliefs that they have about the effects of their
choice on the performance of ER. The same applies for the ER, i.e., the level of performance that they
choose is conditional to their beliefs about the effects of their choice on the control exercised by CV.

We imagine dynamic interactions over time where m0 and p0 are the level of monitoring and
the level of performance, respectively, which represent the stationary point of the strategies for the
past. At some point in time, an external shock intervenes (like political scandal, economic crisis or
widespread outbreak) causing either a change in citizens’ preference in relation to the performance
of politicians or a decrease in the politicians’ performance itself. We assume that CV move first and
so they consider changing their strategy by implementing a stricter level of control trying to induce
politicians to put more effort into the activity they undertake in order to match the new required level
of performance or to restore the previous standard equilibrium level. In what follows, we are merely
interested in investigating how citizens can positively or negatively affect the performance of their
elected representatives through changes in the monitoring level; therefore, the study of possible new
equilibria and their stability goes beyond our purpose. As the reader will see, the success of the citizens
in affecting the performance of the elected representative in a positive way crucially depends on the
correctness of their beliefs about the reaction function of the elected representatives.

In what follows, we first describe the behavior of the ER. We derive their actual reaction function,
which is the optimal level of performance p∗ as a function of the level of control m implemented by
the citizens. Its slope allows us to identify the type of ER: crowdible-in or crowdible-out. After that,
we move backwards, describing the behavior of CV. We assume that citizens are rational in the
sense that they choose m in order to maximize their utility conditional to the beliefs they form about
how politicians respond to a change in the level of monitoring. Hence, citizens have the first-move
advantage, and they try to make use of it by looking ahead and working backwards, assuming
sequential rationality of ER. On the other hand, choosing first may become a disadvantage for the
CV in a context of incomplete information like this when beliefs turn out to be incorrect. We will find
out that, as a result of the interaction with incorrect beliefs, citizens exerting tighter control might
fail to positively affect performance of the elected representative, ending up with a poorer payoff in
utility terms.

3.1. The Behavior of the Elected Representatives

ER perform by considering benefits (BER) and costs (CER) of their actions. Both benefits and costs
increase in performance (p). Higher performance has decreasing marginal returns and is associated
with increasing marginal costs. In our formulation, however, only benefits are influenced by the
external monitoring (m), since the effects associated with a higher level of monitoring are included
in the benefit function as an externality term. We also assume that ER form some kind of naive
expectations about the monitoring level, i.e., they choose the level of performance assuming a future
expected level of monitoring being set equal to the past observation.

The benefits and costs functions of the elected representatives can therefore be written as follows:

BER = BER(p, m); BER
p > 0, BER

pp < 0 (1)

CER = CER(p); CER
p > 0, CER

pp > 0 (2)
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where subscripts indicate partial derivatives. Thus, the utility of the ER can be written as a function of
the net benefits:

UER(p, m) = BER(p, m) −CER(p) (3)

Rational ER would like to choose the level of performance p∗ that maximizes utility, taking the
extent of monitoring m to be held constant, so that

BER
p (p, m) = CER

p (p) (4)

The interpretation of Equation (4) is very intuitive: ER choose the level of performance that
maximizes their objective function according to the intensity of the control exercised by CV. In other
words, Equation (4) implicitly defines the reaction function of the ER, i.e., the optimal level of p, in term
of the level of control, m:

p∗ = p∗(m) (5)

Equation (4) allows us to analyze the effect of variations in the level of control on the behavior of
the ER too. Implicitly differentiating (4) with respect to m and solving for dp∗/dm we obtain

dp∗

dm
=

BER
pm(p, m)

CER
pp (p) − BER

pp (p, m)
(6)

Given that the denominator is surely positive, the sign of Equation (6) crucially depends on
the characteristics of the benefit function and in particular on the sign of the cross partial derivative
BER

pm(p, m). Two possible situations may arise according to the sign of the cross derivative of the benefit
function depending on whether an increase in the choice of monitoring level by citizens/voters increases
or decreases the marginal benefit of performance for the elected representatives. In other words,
the two possible cases depend on whether the function BER(p, m) is supermodular or submodular in
its arguments. Following the terminology given in Bulow et al. [74], performance and monitoring are
strategic complementarity and strategic substitute, respectively. We use those two cases to define the
ER type:

I dp∗/dm > 0 iff BER
pm > 0: In this case, we expect the price effect to dominate the substitution effect.

A higher level of monitoring of the activities undertaken by the ER should unequivocally raise
performance. This result is consistent with traditional agency theory whereby monitoring devices
increase effort and performance by imposing higher marginal costs of shirking or, equivalently,
by lowering the marginal costs of performing [28,35]. This effect can be also seen as a disciplining
effect that higher controls impose on the behavior of the agent. Here, the crowding-out effect
does not operate, since monitoring does not affect the marginal benefit of performing as intrinsic
motivations are considered constant or nonexistent.

II dp∗/dm < 0 iff BER
pm < 0: This is the “crowdable-out” case, in which the substitution effect

should dominate the price effect. Therefore, higher levels of monitoring activities should crowd
out the intrinsic motivations of ER and reduce their performance [13–15]. ER perceive the
increase in control as a sign of voters’ distrust and lose goodwill in performing their tasks.
Both self-motivation and self-esteem suffer, and ER react by lowering their intrinsic motivations
to those activities exposed to higher controls. To be precise, a third neglectable case may arise in
which the substitution effect and the price effect compensate for each other so that there is not a
reaction by ER to any variation in the level of control: dp∗/dm = 0 iff BER

pm = 0.

3.2. The Behavior of Citizens/Voters

We now move on to consider the agency relationship from the perspective of CV. Briefly, let us
start by defining benefits and costs functions. We assume that citizens’ benefits positively depend on
the level of performance implemented by the ER with decreasing marginal returns. On the other hand,
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costs depend only on the level of external monitoring. Higher levels of monitoring become costly and
are associated with increasing marginal costs. We can therefore write the two functions as follows:

BCV = BCV(p); BCV
p > 0, BCV

pp < 0 (7)

CCV = CCV(m); CCV
m > 0, CCV

mm > 0 (8)

so that the utility of CV can be written as a function of the net benefits:

UCV(m, p) = BCV(p) −CCV(m
)

(9)

To gain a better understanding about preferences of CV between monitoring and performance,
it can be helpful to analyze the level curves of the utility function by means of the typical indifference
curve analysis. Let us first note that the marginal rate of substitution between m and p is

MRS(m, p) =
dp
dm

∣∣∣∣∣
UCV=U

=
CCV

m

BCV
p

(10)

As expected, CV are willing to accept higher levels of monitoring only if they are associated with
higher levels of performance. Furthermore, assumptions in (7) and (8) imply quasi-concavity of the
utility function and therefore convex upper contour sets. Graphically, setting m on the horizontal axis,
as m increases, the indifference curves will be upward sloping and convex (increasing marginal rate of

substitution. In fact, noticing that dMRS
dm =

CCV
mmBCV

p −CCV
m BCV

pp
dp
dm

(BCV
p )

2 =
CCV

mm(BCV
p )

2
−BCV

pp (CCV
m )

2

(BCV
p )

3 , the assumptions

in (7) and (8) imply that dMRS
dm > 0.

We assume that CV seek to maximize their net benefits using the information they have about
how ER react to their intervention. According to Equations (5), (7), (8) and (9), in the case of complete
information, citizens would face the following maximization problem:

max
m

UCV(m, p∗(m)) = max
m

[
BCV(p∗(m)) −CCV(m)

]
(11)

which would yield the following optimality condition:

BCV
p (p∗)

dp∗

dm
= CCV

m (m) (12)

Substituting (6) into the above optimality condition we can rearrange it as follows:

BER
pm(p, m)

CER
pp (p) − BER

pp (p, m)
=

CCV
m (m)

BCV
p (p∗)

(13)

The right-hand side of this expression is the slope of the indifference curve, i.e., the marginal rate
of substitution, the rate at which CV are willing to substitute monitoring with performance, keeping
utility level constant. The left-hand side is the slope of the ER reaction function: the rate at which
the choice of m truly affects p through the behavior of the ER. In Figure 1, we represent the two
possible equilibria with complete information. In panel (a), we describe the “crowdable-in” type
agent, for which BER

pm > 0. In this scenario, maximizing utility for the CV implies choosing a level of
monitoring so that a citizens’ indifference curve is tangent to the ER reaction function. In panel (b),
we represent the “crowdable-out” case in which BER

pm < 0. In such a case, the optimality condition in
(13) can never be fulfilled, and a boundary solution solves the problem in (11) so that the optimal level
of monitoring is equal to the lowest feasible level, say m.
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Figure 1. (a) “Crowdable-in” case; (b) “crowdable-out” case.

4. How Citizens Can Affect the Performance of Their Elected Representatives

When the negative exogenous shock takes place, there is a variation in the preferences of the CV
(shifts and/or rotations of the indifference curves). As a consequence of these changes, the previous
level of performance p0 is now perceived as unsatisfactory, and therefore CV will ponder exerting a
different level of monitoring in order to affect the level of performance of the ER. How should they use
control to induce the desired change in the level of performance implemented by the politicians?

In order to answer this question, notice that we have already found the actual function describing
the reaction of ER to changes in the level of monitoring in Equation (5). However, because of lack
of information, it is plausible to assume that CV form beliefs about this reaction and then make the
optimal decision on the level of monitoring on the basis of these beliefs. In other words—as already
pointed out—we assume that CV are rational in the sense that they choose the level of monitoring
which maximizes their perceived payoffs. In such a scenario, let us indicate with p̃ the believed (by CV)

reaction function of the ER and with ã(m) = dp̃/dm the beliefs of CV about the reaction of the ER to a
change in the level of monitoring. Therefore, the actual pondered f.o.c. is

BCV
p (p̃)̃a(m) = CCV

m (m) (14)

which, in turn, yields the optimal level of subjective monitoring, m̃∗.
Note that the slope of the believed reaction function of the citizens, ã(m), can be interpreted in the

same vein of a conjectural variation and, in general, could be any kind of function depending on m.
For the sake of simplicity, let us design a linear belief model assuming it to be a constant, i.e., ã(m) = ã.
Hence, the believed reaction function of CV takes the following simple form:

p̃(m) = p0 + ã(m−m0) (15)

In words, CV assume that ER will observe the variation in the level of monitoring from past level
m0 and they will react by changing their performance with respect to the starting level p0 by a quantity
proportional to the initial deviation m−m0. Now, substituting (15) into (14) and solving with respect
to m allows us to obtain the subjective optimal level of monitoring which depends, of course, on the
belief ã and on the initial values p0 and m0:

m̃∗ = m̃∗(ã,p0, m0) (16)
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At this point, ER observe the level of monitoring m̃∗ and then rationally decide their level of
performance. In other words, we need to substitute (16) into (5) to obtain the new level of performance
as the result of the interaction between citizens and their ER:

p∗(m̃∗) = p∗[m̃∗(ã,p0, m0)] (17)

It should be clear at this point that if CV believe that ER are “crowdable-in” types and so react
positively to more external controls (̃a > 0), they should exert tighter monitoring to induce higher
performance. In other words, in this case, CV believe that a higher level of monitoring is effective
and so they use it (m̃∗ > m0). On the other hand, if CV believe that monitoring undermines intrinsic
motivation up to a point at which the crowding-out effect eventually dominates the price effect,
i.e., when ã ≤ 0, they should abstain or reduce their monitoring activities. In this case, the level of
monitoring should be decreased and set to the minimal possible level m (i.e., m̃∗ = m < m0). In other
words, if this is the case, CV believe that ER are intrinsically motivated and deem that a signal of trust,
via the reduction in monitoring activities, would foster their self-determination and this would raise
their performance.

Now, let us define beliefs to be correct when they are directionally right, i.e., when sign(̃a) =
sign(dp∗/dm). Beliefs that are “precise”, not just on the “direction”, are said to be “precisely right”,
i.e., ã = dp∗/dm. For our purpose, we prefer to keep our reasoning as general as possible, considering
beliefs to be correct when the direction of the supposed monitoring effect is correct. Notice that,
according to this definition, beliefs might be correct but yet precisely wrong: sign(̃a) = sign(dp∗/dm)

but ã , dp∗/dm.
In Figure 2a, we represent a possible scenario in which ER actually react positively to more control

(dp∗/dm > 0) and CV form correct beliefs (even though they overestimate the reaction of ER, they are
directionally right). The point E0 represents the past equilibrium, while the perceived new optimum
level of monitoring m̃∗ is in point Ẽ1 of tangency between the indifference curve Ĩ1 and the believed
reaction curve of the ER, p̃(m). In this case, CV increase monitoring from m0 to m̃∗, at the end causing
an increase in the level of performance from p0 to p∗(m̃∗). In this case, correct beliefs lead to a higher
level of performance and to a utility improvement for CV. However, since beliefs are precisely wrong,
CV actually improve their utility level less than expected. The same reasoning applies for the case of
ER actually reacting negatively to more control (dp∗/dm < 0) and CV forming correct beliefs (̃a < 0).
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Figure 2. (a) Correct beliefs case; (b) incorrect beliefs case.
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In Figure 2b, we show a possible case of CV forming incorrect beliefs. In this case, CV erroneously
believe that ER respond positively to more control, therefore thinking to behave optimally by increasing
the level of control from m0 to m̃∗, with this causing a decrease in the level of performance from p0

to p∗(m̃∗). As a consequence of the incorrect beliefs, the crowding-out effect takes place instead of
the expected reaction. In other words, ER feel like their involvement and effort are not appreciated
by CV. In this context, a higher level of monitoring can be seen as an indication of distrust or as
a unilateral breach of the democratic contract between CV and ER built on a mutual trust: the
self-determination of ER will be depressed and the perception of voters’ distrust would crowd-out
work performance [13,14,75]. In this scenario, CV think to improve their utility level by moving from
the indifference curve passing through the point E0, for instance I0, to Ĩ1, while, instead, they end up
with a lower level of utility, say I2, represented by the indifference curve passing through the point F
(not shown in the figure). The same reasoning applies for the case of ER actually reacting positively to
more control (dp∗/dm > 0), while CV, who trust their ER, have incorrect beliefs (̃a < 0) in thinking that
they are intrinsically motivated and so decrease control activities.

As a result of our reasoning, it is clear that CV can positively affect the performance of their ER
only if they form correct beliefs about their reaction to a change in the level of monitoring.

5. Conclusions

Despite the fact that the literature relating to human motivation spans many research areas such
as anthropology, psychology and sociology, economists by and large have long maintained their own
opinion about individual motivation without cross-references with other disciplines. The economic
point of view rests on the fact that human behavior is motivated by external incentives in the form
of monetary rewards and/or sanctions [76,77]. However, there has recently been a surge of interest
in a more interdisciplinary approach to explain human motivation. Following the steps indicated by
researchers in human resource management [38], economists have started to believe that individuals’
actions are no longer determined only by ‘carrots and sticks’, but rather by a combination of intrinsic
and extrinsic motivations [13,14].

This approach has been used to explain human behavior in various social and economic
contexts [17], but little attention has been devoted to explaining human motivations within the
democratic relationship between citizens/voters and elected representatives. In this paper, we have
tried to fill this gap. We have formulated a model describing the relationship between voters and
elected representatives in a principal/agent setting. The former are viewed as principals and the latter
as agents. In this framework, we analyzed whether citizens/voters may increase the performance of
public officials through institutional changes that alter the control that they exercise over the actions
undertaken by the agents.

In our model, we challenge the belief that more stringent monitoring leads to higher government
performance. According to Frey, we argue that elected representatives may act on the basis of only
intrinsic or extrinsic motivations, or on the basis of a combination of the two. Our argument stems
from the hypothesis that the agency relationship between voters and elected representatives consists in
an implicit psychological contract, as the latter receive the electoral mandate from the former. Contrary
to the traditional agency theory [26] and in line with the crowding hypothesis [15,16], we demonstrate
that there might be cases in which an increase in control exercised by citizens/voters breaches this
implicit democratic contract. This occurs because citizens/voters, by increasing monitoring activities,
signal distrust toward the politicians’ willingness to perform their tasks. As a consequence, elected
representatives will be inclined to reduce their work effort. Therefore, there might be the possibility
in which monitoring the activities of elected representatives may result in the undesired outcome of
reducing the government performance of elected representatives.

Clearly, our model is only an attempt to characterize the relationship between citizens and elected
representatives and to depict their democratic contract. While we used a principal–agent model to
explain such a relationship, we tried to keep it as simple as possible. In fact, future research can
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take into consideration some elements that are not included in this paper. For instance, we did
not explicitly model agency costs (or at least we posed them equal to 0). Obviously, it would be
interesting to check whether our model could change if agency costs are brought in. Additionally,
a future development of the model could also further stress the asymmetric information that usually
characterizes a principal–agent model. Such an aspect is not fully developed in the present research,
but it would be interesting to move to an incomplete information set-up to appreciate again the
evolution of our model.
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